Why won't my WorldCat sync upload back into CONTENTdm finish?
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Symptom

- You've synced your CONTENTdm repository into WorldCat and clicked to have WorldCat sync send the new WorldCat OCNs back into your repository, but the process gets stuck after updating several collections and never finishes.

Applies to

- CONTENTdm
- Digital Collection Gateway

Resolution

This functionality is intended to be set up and used upon adding a new collection. For syncing to work the collection must be synced regularly in small batches. It was really only intended to be used when a Repository base URL needs to be changed. Repositories with lots of unsynced records may fail to complete unexpectedly.

Libraries needing to update information in their repository records, use the Replace all Record Processing type to update your WorldCat records with updated data. Libraries needing to update their Repository base URL will need to delete all earlier records and reload the repository instead.

Additional information

There is more on WorldCat Sync setup.
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